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Seat and dine.
jakob 11000 is the gourmet in your living 
area. Besides, you have the choice from ma-
terials in different version – beautiful, natu-
ral wooden leg frames or, nevertheless, filig-
ree tube-wire frame? Which choice is yours? 
Design: Michael Plewka
This model is also available in different cover 
qualities and colours.

Cover: Z73/50 terra & W78/54 tobacco

rotary function frame colourcombination casual



CHAIRS

BENCHES

MEX
chair with armrests 
tube-wire frame

item no. high-
gloss chrome = CG 
(surcharge)

62/62/86/49

MX
chair without arm-
rests tube-wire frame

item no. high-
gloss chrome = CG 
(surcharge)

49/62/86/49

MEY
chair with armrests 
wood frame

item no. oakwood 
frame = EI (no 
surcharge)

62/62/86/49

MY
chair without arm-
rests wood frame

item no. oakwood 
frame = EI (no 
surcharge)

49/62/86/49

MED
chair with armrests 
swivel cross base

item no. for swivel. 
metal frame = DDB 
(surcharge)
Item no.f.swivelling 
met.fr.incl.ret.
spring = DRF 
(surcharge)

62/62/85/48

MD
chair without arm-
rests swivel cross 
base

item no. for swivel. 
metal frame = DDB 
(surcharge)
Item no.f.swivelling 
met.fr.incl.ret.
spring = DRF 
(surcharge)

49/62/85/48

NX160
bench tube-wire 
frame

item no. high-gloss 
chrome = CG1 
(surcharge)

160/65/89/50

NX190
bench tube-wire 
frame

item no. high-gloss 
chrome = CG1 
(surcharge)

190/65/89/50

NX220
bench tube-wire 
frame

item no. high-gloss 
chrome = CG1 
(surcharge)

220/65/89/50

NX250
bench tube-wire 
frame

item no. high-gloss 
chrome = CG1 
(surcharge)

250/65/89/50

NY160
bench wood frame

item no. oakwood 
frame = EI1 (no 
surcharge)

160/65/89/50

NY190
bench wood frame

item no. oakwood 
frame = EI1 (no 
surcharge)

190/65/89/50

NY220
bench wood frame

item no. oakwood 
frame = EI1 (no 
surcharge)

220/65/89/50

NY250
bench wood frame

item no. oakwood 
frame = EI1 (no 
surcharge)

250/65/89/50
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2All specified dimensions are approximate in width/depth/height/seat height. We would like to point out that deviations of +/- 2 cm may occur depending on the filling material used and 
its upholstering. Please contact us if you would like more detailed information. We reserve the right to make technical changes.



Combined covers: 
This model is available fully covered in fabric or 
leather as well as covered in combined covers. 
See image and price list.
Price 1: back outside 
Price 2: seat and back inside
Seam appearance: 
Decorative, felled or double seams may appear 
different in fabric and leather versions. For 
manufacturing reasons, seams may be left out 
of the fabric version or replaced with simple 
seams.
Load-bearing capacity: 

A maximum load-bearing capacity of this chair 
up to 120 kg is guaranteed.
Floor protection: 
To protect your floor on smooth surfaces, you 
can attach felt glides to the frame.
All of the dimensions given are approxima-
te dimensions in cm. We reserve the right 
to make changes. Dimensions are given as 
follows: width/depth/height/seat height.
Seat depth: approx. 44 cm
Armpart height MEX, MEY and MED armchairs: 
front: ca. 67 cm (MED ca. 66 cm) 
middle: ca. 70 cm (MED ca. 69 cm) 

back: ca. 73 cm (MED ca. 72 cm)
Please note: The stand frame F8A has a 
different height. Consequently, the seat and 
overall height of the MD and MED chairs will be 
different from the rest of the chairs.
Leg-/frame versions: 
tube-wired frame FM5, in different colours 
- high-gloss chrome for surcharge (item no. = 
CG, CG1) 
- silver powder-coated M21 
- bronze powder-coated M56 
- black powder-coated M99 
- wood frame FM8 in oiled oak P58 

Stand frame rectangular tube for MD and MED 
F8A, in black powder-coated M99 
- against surcharge incl. rotation function 
(Art.-No. DDB) 
- against surcharge incl. rotation function with 
return spring (Art.-No. =DRF)
Model-related feature: 
The upholstery of this model is deliberately 
processed casually to create a certain visual 
appearance. Waving is not a quality defect, but 
a model-related feature that ensures optimum 
seating comfort.
Chromatic aberrations: 

The wooden structure is different from ordering 
to ordering. Deliveries after colour samples 
are basically excluded from complaints and 
exchange. We take care of the best correspon-
dence possible.
Digital fabric/leather and colour samples: 
The visual appearance of the covers and colour 
samples may vary, samples in accordance - 
colour and structure deviations possible.

Noble metal legs
The wire tube bases are availab-
le in the metal colours high-gloss 
chrome (surcharge), silver or bron-
ze powder-coated.

Fine wooden bases
The wooden bases are available in 
the oiled oak finish.

Fine metal legs
The metal frame of the MD/MED 
chairs can be equipped with a swi-
vel function (DDB) or swivel func-
tion with return mechanism (DRF) 
at an extra charge.

Combined covers
This model can also be supplied in 
combined cover qualities and co-
ver colours. See order information 
and image.

ORDER INFORMATION
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M20

high-gloss 
chrome

M21

silver

M56

bronze

M99

black

F M5

tube-wire frame 
different metal 
colours

F M8

wooden leg oiled 
oak P58 no surchar-
ge

F 8A

Stativgestell schwarz

• Structure and cover
• Flexible armparts (surcharge)
• Metal colour for legs
• Ottomans
• Contrasting thread
• Positioning diagram
• Base leg Z

Leg-/ frame versions: 
tube-wire frame FM5, in different colours 
- high-gloss chrome M20 for surcharge (item 
no. = CG, CG1) 
- powder-coated silver M21 
- powder-coated bronze M56 

- powder-coated black M99 
wood frame FM8 
- oiled oak P58 
Stand frame rectangular tube for MD and MED 
F8A, in black powder-coated M99 
- against surcharge incl. rotation function 

(Art.-No. DDB) 
- against surcharge incl. rotation function 
with return spring (Art.-No. = DRF)
Powder-coated: 
The colours M21 silver, M56 bronze and M99 
black are powder-coated.

Chromatic aberrations: 
The wooden structure is different from 
ordering to ordering. Deliveries after colour 
samples are basically excluded from comp-
laints and exchange. We take care of the best 
correspondence possible.

LEGS ORDER CHECKLIST

AVAILABLE METAL COLOURS
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Cover: Z79/94 graphite Covers: MX in Z75/36 & W78/36 camouflage and MY in Z73/50 terra & W78/54 tobacco
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UPHOLSTERED FURNITURE FRAME STRUCTURE

1. frame - seat/back laminated wooden shell; side sec-
tion on MEX, MEY metal frame, foamed in place; ben-
ches: metal frame with laminated wooden shells

2. Seat suspension: laminated wooden shell; benches with 
permanently elastic wave springs and laminated wooden shells 3. 
Seat upholstery structure of ergo-PUR-foam with diolen cover
4. back suspension: layered glued woo-
den shell; benches with lining
5. Back upholstery structure of er-
go-PUR-foam with diolen cover
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Upholstered furniture from passion.

For almost 75 years, this passion has led to the creation of high-quality and special pieces of furniture 
and designer furniture - sofas that combine elegant and contemporary design with first-class com-
fort. We stand for craftsmanship, trend-setting ideas, appealing design and know-how from Germany. 
The result is upholstered furniture with guaranteed first-class comfort and attention to detail. When 
selecting the materials used, we pay attention to sustainability and the conservation of resources.

• Traditional craftsmanship down to the last detail 
• High-quality, environmentally friendly materials 
• Careful & precise workmanship 
• Cooperation with renowned furniture designers 
• Production according to DIN & RAL quality guidelines of the Deutsche Gütegemeinschaft Möbel e.V. 
• Regularly tested product quality „Made in Germany“ 
• Development at the Upper Franconian location in Ebersdorf near Coburg 
• Carefully selected fabric and leather cover collections in many colours for a wide range of requirements.

W.SCHILLIG GmbH & Co. KG 
Am Weinberg 20 - 22 

96237 Ebersdorf bei Coburg 
GERMANY

Telephone: +49 9562 37-0 
Telefax: +49 9562 37-500 
E-Mail: info@schillig.de


